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Take a step

Another world

If  you dare

Fair game

Step up from the brick floor onto the stepping stones. Carefully placing your foot one after the 
other on the timber steps. You then reach the timber boardwalk & walk along to the stairs. The 

staircase is very dark apart from the rectangles of  light piercing through the brickwork. You have to 
concentrate on where you place your foot & begin to feel disorientated.

Move through the glowing door into another world of  car parts, timber, metal & old furniture. 
Materials are hung from ropes in a precarious manner. The floor gradually becomes 

more and more precarious. It feels like you have to tread carefully.

Lay down a plank in order to get across the gap. If  the plank is down others know 
that something is going on in the space beyond. Each person walks the plank with 

excitement & anticipation at the card game ahead.

Enter into the warm, cosy, familiar space with it’s half  timber clad walls. Pictures hang on the 
timber panelling that was properly finished. The game commences and laughter continues 

for hours. The sun pours in through the window seat and keeps our backs warm. 

Route Three - perspective views
This drawing maps out a route through the Ministry of  Amateurs. It explores how a group of  amateurs would move up through the building. 

They do not move quickly through an efficient stair core. Instead their journey twists & turns & it takes time to get to the destination. The 
destination in this scenario is a small cosy room for them to spend the afternoon playing cards. Their journey takes them through a variety of  

spaces, each create different emotions - disorientation, excitement,play, exhilaration & finally familiarity. Again, this 
drawing is not an attempt to map the real & some elements may not work however it has allowed me to 

explore new forms of  spatial production.


